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Our Telesto Table System is a complete family of tables solely developed by Berco's designers and engineers with the goal of aesthetics,
quality and value contributing to the finished product.

Table Height 
All tables are 29" overall height within industry tolerances, including top and pedestal.
Special heights are available.   

Table Assembly
All stationary and flip-top tables come equipped with Phillips wood screws for attaching pedestals to top.  Pedestals are shipped fully
assembled, packaged individually.  All stationary rectangular tables 60" and longer have pedestals factory installed and are equipped with
(2) machine screws for squaring up the pedestal in the field. Shipped one table per box.  All folding tables have pedestals factory installed
and are shipped one table per box.  Flip-Top Tables:  Pedestals and top shipped separately.

Table Top Specifications
Laminate Tops: Standard core is 1-1/8" thick 45# industrial grade particleboard. Tops are laminated under continuous pressure using cold
PVA glue with HPL laminate and balanced with backing sheet. Standard laminate selections include Formica, Wilsonart, Nevamar and
Pionite. Please consult Customer Service for pricing and availability for other brands of laminates.

Veneer Tops: Veneer is 0.025" thick, select quality, rotary cut or plain sliced. All faces are book matched and balanced. Panels are backed
with a commercial balanced backer.  Veneer tops are finished with a multicoated system of catalyzed, semi-gloss varnish.  

Lightweight Tops: Our lightweight solid core material is 1-1/8" thick, and available on stationary and folding tables at an additional
charge. These tops are approximately 30% lighter than our standard tops.

DogBone Tops: Standard core is 1-1/8" thick 45# industrial grade particleboard. Tops are laminated under continuous pressure using cold
PVA glue. Surface is high-pressure laminate with balanced backing sheet.  Tops feature black plastic sockets to receive DogBone connec-
tors. Two corner sockets and two side sockets per table.  Snap the connector into the sockets on the edge of the adjacent table. 
The tables easily join together with a solid yet adjustable link. Tables can be positioned in straight lines or at various angles to create the
most effective configuration.

Edging: Offered in a variety of edge styles including self-edge, vinyl, PVC, wood and soft molded.  Please refer to page 241 for vinyl and
PVC colors, page 244 for wood finishes and page 242 for soft-molded colors.

Table Pedestal Specifications
Finishes:  Offered in 16 Textured powder coat finishes.  Our unique mechanical construction creates a flawless seam when matching 
column finishes with any base finish. 

Glides and Casters: All tables are equipped with 2" diameter glides with brushed stainless steel cover over black plastic 10mm threaded
with 15mm long stem.  The glide is suitable for carpet as well as hard floors.  Our twin wheel locking casters are offered as an option.
Refer to specifications on casters under Option Specifications on page 255.

Pedestal Specifications
Fixed end base pedestals feature an aluminum die cast column housing and an arm support and are attached with (2) 3/8"-18 threaded
steel rod and flange nut at 35 ft/lbs torque.

Folding mechanism:
Our patented spring loaded folding mechanism is fully riveted to a steel mounting plate.  Vinyl bumpers are integrated into the mechanism
allowing for a non-marring, 3-1/2" stacking height.  Equipped with molded release handle, teal covered for easy identification.  Integral
catch holds leg in folded position. Folding legs feature the same column housing as Telesto stationary tables attached to Berco's patented
mechanism. 

Telesto Table Options
There are several options available on Telesto stationary and folding tables.  For detailed specifications on available options, please refer to
Options Specifications on page 250-261.
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